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Create a Free Account as an Instructor: 
 

https://www.playposit.com 

Note: We have found that PlayPosit does not work well in Internet Explorer (IE), please use another 
browser when using PlayPosit. 

• Select “Join” and complete info 
• In order to link to Blackboard you must use your Tri-C email address as you set up your account. 

 

  

https://www.playposit.com/
https://www.playposit.com/
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Create your first Bulb (Interactive Video) 
 
Select “New” 
Select “Bulb” 
 
In the pop-up enter the video URL and lesson details to get started.  
After entering in the video URL and lesson information, you are ready to add questions!  
 
At the top – revise the name 
In the Settings – Revise the settings to match your needs 
 
In order to add a question  
 

1. Navigate to the moment of the 
video you would like to insert a 
question. 

2. Hover over the orange 'action' 
button in the center of the 
video timeline. From the 
options that appear, choose 
'add question' 

3. Select the question type you 
would like to insert  
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Create Your Course in PlayPosit and assign bulb: 
This page’s instructions are only if you are not using Blackboard  
 

Only do this step if you are not linking to a Blackboard course site. Skip to “Set up PlayPosit in 
Blackboard and Assign Bulbs” if you are using Blackboard.   

1. Select “New” 
2. Select “Class” 
3. Add Course name (make it unique to that Course section using the CRN) 
4. Pick a color 
5. “Create” 

Assign Your Bulb to your PlayPosit Course 

1. Select “My Bulbs” 
2. Select the 3 dots at the right 
3. Select “Assign” 
4. Select “Assign” at the Class 
5. Add due date  
6. “Save” 

Register Students:  

Have students go to https://www.playposit.com 

• Select “Join” and complete info as a student 

After signing up for PlayPosit, students add your class by searching for your last name, class name, or (if 
you choose to make your class private) your teacher search code, which can be found by selecting your 
name in PlayPosit. 

Sharing a lesson url (.../delivery/123/1234) with students is a shortcut to link them with your class. 
When they sign up they will also be able to select which class to join! 

 

  

https://www.playposit.com/
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Set up PlayPosit in Blackboard and Assign Bulbs 
PlayPosit is integrated into your Blackboard environment by your administrator. Follow 
the steps below to add PlayPosit to your course and sync your student roster. 

1. Login to Blackboard and navigate to the course you would like to connect to 
PlayPosit. 

2. Navigate to an existing content area, or create a new content area. 

3. In the content area, click Tools and select CCC_PlayPosit from the drop-down. 

4. Name your first bulb link and scroll down to Submit. 

1. Optional: Add a Description to provide supplemental instructions to students. 

2. Grading: 

a. Set Enable Evaluation to Yes (if you want scores to auto-export into the 
gradebook) 

b. Enter the Points Possible. 

c. Optional: Set a Due Date. 

3. Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click Submit.  

4. Click the link you just created and then click Get Started. PlayPosit will open and 
you will see your bulbs library. 

5. Locate the bulb you want. Click on the triple dots > Set Bulb Link 
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6. Select the learner experience: 

a. Self-paced-- Choose this option if you want students to take the bulb 
individually, on their own device, at their own time (most commonly used) 

b. Broadcast-- Choose this option if you want to project the bulb live, in class and 
have all students take the bulb together. Start/stop time and pacing of the video 
is controlled by the instructor, while students answer projected questions from 
their own device (like a clicker). Learn more here. 

7. Select “Set Link” 

8. The nav notification at the top will confirm that the bulb has been assigned to 
learners 

 

 

Export grades to Blackboard Grade Center 
If your bulb only includes auto-graded questions (multiple choice, check-all-that-apply, 
fill-in-the-blank), then grades will be automatically exported into the Blackboard 
gradebook.  

If you have graded free response questions or edited grades for auto-graded questions, 
you will need to sync changes with the Blackboard Grade Center. To do this: 

1. Navigate to the Monitor page  

2. Click Sync  

3. Click Status to check the status of the student grade export. Note: It may take a few 
minutes to push all updated scores into the gradebook.  
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Monitor student responses 
In Blackboard, click on the assignment for which you want to view data and click 
Monitor. Learn more about the data analytics and how to score student responses 
here.  

 
How to Monitor Students 
 

To track student activity and data, 
click the “Monitor” tab on the 
dashboard. Select the class grouping, 
and the bulb you would like to 
monitor.  
 

Lesson performance overview: 
 
 
 
 
 

At the top of the analytics, you are given an overview of how many students reached each 
question and a distribution of how your class on a whole understood the concepts tested within 
the question. Clicking into the question from the bar chart expands the view, providing more 
details on the question itself and how many students got the question right or wrong. Similarly, 
hovering over the pie chart for average score and lesson completed status, gives you details on 
the number of students falling within each category.  
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Individual Student Data:  
 
Below the lesson 
performance, you will see 
a question by question 
breakdown of student 
performance. See how far 
each student reached and 
what concepts challenged 
them.  
 

 

Clicking the 'edit all' button from the question header, pulls open all of your student's responses so you 
can scroll down your student list and quickly assign each response the point value it deserves. 
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